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ABSTRACT 
The itudy of triple and quutle gauge baton vertices will be the centerpiece of 

experimental W Luton pbytiei at the next generation t+t' linear collider. We nun-
ine tie tensitivity of a %/* = 500 GeV e+e~ linear collider to anomalout structure in 
the W+W'f and W+W~Z vertical, Thaw vertices are letted by obierving tbe KM-
tioM e"T — vW, 7T - W+W', and e+«~ -* W+Wm . We alec look at W+W-
ra»tieting >"> ••«" — W+W~ at a meant to etudy W+W- -*W+W-. 

1. Introduction 

Kemarkably little is known about the interactions of the electroweak gauge 
bosons with each other. There are two distinct aspects of these interactions which 
are of interest. First, the triple and quartic gauge boson vertices need to be tested 
for any structure beyond what is produced by Standard Model radiative correc
tions. Such anomalous structure would appear, for example, if the W and Z bosons 
were themselves composite objects. Second, gauge boson scattering processes such 
as W+W -* W+W can help us understand the mechanism responsible for elec-
troweak symmetry breaking. W+W~ scattering processes can be studied at an 
t+e~ collider either by radiating virtual U"s off of the t~ and e + , or by studying 
W+W rescattering in e+e" -» W+W~, 

Tbe paper is organised as follows. We first review the formalism for the de
scription of the general W+W~*j and W+W~Z vertices. We then examine the 
limits that can be obtained on tbe W+W~f vertex parameters using the reac
tions e~f -> vW~ and fy -» W+W, where the photons are either Weiszacker-
Williams photons or back-scattered laser photons. Next, we study how well the 
process e + e~ -» W+W can set limit* on the W+W~i and W+W~Z vertex 
coupling parameters, paying special attention to tbe problem of disentangling the 
W+Wf and W+WZ vertices. Finally, we discuss how W+W~ rescattering in 
the reaction e+e" — W+W can be used to study W+W~ -* W+W~ and how ii 
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might be used to distinguish between different strongly interacting Htggs models. 

2. The Parameterization of the Triple Gauge Boson Vertices 

We use the formalism of Ref. 1 to describe the general W+ W~ V vertex, where 
V =j,Z. The effective Lagrangian for the general W+W~V vertex as given in 
Eq.(2-1) of Ref. 1 is: 

Lwwvfgwwv « igYW^WV - Wfawn + wW^Y*" 

myy * 

The terms with the coupling parameters g\ > icy, Xy separately conserve C, P, and 
T, while the others violate C or P, or both. We will concentrate in this article on 
measurements of the coupling parameters K T , A,, KZ, and Xg. 

In the standard model, at tree-level, gf = g\ = 1, « T = Kg = 1 and all other 
- -upling parameters in Eq. (1) are 0, There is currently much discussion in the 
literature 1 , 3 regarding the extent to which present day electroweak measurements, 
especially precision LEP measurements, constrain KV And Xy. In order to set the 
stage for our discussion of the limits obtainable with the NLC, we quote the results 
of Kane et al? who considered loop effects and unitarily constraints: 

|A-,|<0.G l i t , - 1 | S 1.0 
I M < OS - 0.8 < Kg - 1 < 0.0 

where n;v - 1 = /:y - 1. These authors also estimated that the SSC should achieve 
limits on A7 and K T of 

|A, |<0.02 \KJ - 1 | < 0 1 

with 10 fb~l and that it would be difficult to obtain any limit on A/ &nd •••?, with 
the SSC. 
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S. e-y -> vW~ and 77 -* W+W~ 

The W+W'l vertex can be tested at an e +e~ collider by observing the re
actions t"f -* vW~ and 77 -» W+W~. The photons can be virtual photons 
emitted by the initial electron or positron in the reactions e+e~ -* t+vW~ and 
e+e - - • e +e~H / +H'~ . The photons can be beamstrahltmg photons. Or, the pho
tons can be laser photons that have been Corapton scattered off the electron and/or 
position bunches in the drift region between the last focusing quadrupole and 
the interaction point*'5,6. In this paper we will only consider virtual Weiszacker-
Williams photons and laser photons; for a discussion of how beamstrahlung photons 
can be used to study e~f -» v\V~, see Ref. 7. 

X A 
M m 

Fix. 1> The two Feynnun disgrtmi for the reaction e~i — uW, 

Let us consider the reaction e~f ~* uW. The idea of using this process to 
study the W*W"t vertex was discussed originally by Yehudai7. The final state 
is tagged using the decay of the IV" to & muon and a neutrino so that the event 
consists of a single muon in the detector and nothing else. The two tree-level 
Feynman diagrams for ibis process are shown in Fig. 1. The differential cross-
section' as a function of cos 0 is shown in in Fig. 2, where © is the angle between 
the final state W~ and initial state 7 in the t't rest frame. Also shown in this 
figure is the dependence of the cross-section on the coupling parameters K 7 and 
K 

The cross-section for e~~t -* vW~ at cos© = -1 is exactly zero in the standard 
model. However, it is not possible to accurately measure cos Q since the t~f rest 
frame typically has & large boost with respect to the lab frame, and since the 
missing V^ smears the muon direction with respect to the W~ direction. Hence, it 
is not possible to take full advantage of the zero in the cross-section at cos 0 = - 1 , 

To set limits on K7 and A7 using this technique it is necessary to have a good 
measurement of the e~7 luminosity spectrum. Both the center-of-mass energy 
spectrum and the e~7 boost spectrum are required. The e~7 center-of-mass energy 
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Fig. 2. The differential eroM-wcticw d<r/cos© for ("7 -• f l V - with the standard 
model valuta for « , and A,, and for ±10% changes in ihesc parameters. 
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Fig. 3. The e~7 differential luminosity lor virtual 7's (dashed line) and for Compton 
•uttered laser photon* (solid line). 
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luminosity spectra8 is shown in r ; '' for virtual photon* and for laser photons. 
The parameter ( is defined b> 
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where Mtj is the e~f ccnter-of-inass energy and y/s is the e + e~ center-of-mass 
energy. The spectra from Compton scattered laser photons is shown for the case 
where unpolarized laser photons are scattered off an unpolarized electron beam. 
The luminosity spectra would be measured using the process -"7 —* e~*f. 
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Pig. A. 90% confidence level conlouri for (^ .A , ) from the reaction e~ 7 -» v\V~ with 
cta«i<al bremmstrahlung photons (<lo(t*<J contour) and back-scattered laser photous 
(solid contour). 

Choi and Schrempp presented an analysis9 at this conference in which they 
performed a least-squares fit of tbc differential cross-section as a function of cos 6 
and solved for Klt X^, and an overall normalization constant. The quantity *sV.ich 
is actually measured by the detector is the muon momentum in the lab system. 
Therefore, in order to measure the W production angle 0 , the mnon momentum 
distribution must be convoluted with a resolution function that includes detector 
resolution, detector boundary effects* the e~-j center-of-mass energy luminosity dis
tribution, the e~7 system boost distribution, and the W~ -* \CV decay distribu
tion. Choi and Schrempp accounted for the effects of this convolution by applying 
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a systematic error of 2% to the measurement of cos 0. The 90% confidence lev?) 
contours thry obtained assuming an c+e~ center of-mass energy of 500 GeV and 
an e + e" luminosity of 10 fb"1 are shown in Fig. 4. Choi and Schrempp applied 
thetr fit using Wciszacker-Williams photons and using Cornpton scattered laser 
photons. We see that the Compton scattered laser photons produce a significant 
improvement in the excluded rt-gion. Yehudai7,9 presented similar results at this 
conference. 

w w w w w w 

v T y if 

Fig. 5. Tlic thfee trcu-lcve] Fnynman diagrams for the process 77 — H'+lf"". 
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Fig. 0. T!ie differential cross-section dff/cos© for 77 — \V*W~ with llie standard 
mod«l values for K-, and A-,, ami for ±10% changes in these parameters. 

We now turn to tlic process •>> —> l i / + t ! '" . The three relevant Iree-level 
diagrams are shown in Fig. 5. This process is potentially very interesting, since 
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the first two diagram? each contain tvo W*W~i vertices and the last diagram 
has a tingle W + W~77 four gauge boson vertex. The differential cross-section' is 
shown in Fig. 6. 

Fig. 7. Differential y) luminotity for virtual 77 colliiions (dotted line) ind for backseat-
tared lM«r photons with 0% e~ polarization {dashed line) and 90% t~ polarization (solid 
line). 

The 77 luminosity is shown in Fig. 7. The quantity plotted is 

where Ltt is the e + e~ 
defined according to 

(or e~e~) luminosity and Lyy is the 77 luminosity, z is 

~ 2r7fr 

where A/ T 7 is the 77 invariant mass and £* is the electron beam energy. The dotted 
line is the Weizsaclcer-Williams spectrum for virtual 77 collisions. The dashed 
and solid lines show the backscattered laser luminosity spectrum for electron beam 
polarizations of 0% and 90%, respectively. In Fig. 7 we've assumed thai the laser 
beams have 100% circular polarization v and that the h^liciiies of the laser and 
electron beams have opposite signs. The 77 luminosity spectrun. depends on the 
invariant mass of the electron and the laser photon. This invariant mass is often 
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expressed in terms of the parameter x, defined by 

x = .— 
m ? 

where UQ is the laser photon energy and m c is the electron mass. The backscattered 
laser luminosity spectra in Pig. 7 is shown for x a 4.82, 

The average helicities of the two photon beams depend strongly on Jtf7T and 
on the relative polarizations of the laser and electron beams. However, the total 
cross-section for 77 —* W+W~ does not show a strong depedence on Miy, and 
Choi and Schrempp have concluded that polarized 77 beams do not signficantly 
improve the limits on K 7 and >,, 

Although there might not be any advantage in giving the high energy photons 
a particular polarization, there might be an advantage in polarizing the e~ beams, 
because of the effect of e~ polarization on the M^ spectrum. For values of z 
greater than 0.7, the integrated 77 luminosity with 90% e~ polartzation is more 
than two times the integrated luminosity with 0% e~ polarization. There arc two 
motivations for shifting the 77 luminosity to larger values of 2. First, much of 
the luminosity at small values of z is not useable because the W+W system is 
boosted relative to the lab frame. Second, the sensitivity to anomalous values of 
KT and A7 is improved as the Iv'+lV- center-of-mass energy is increased. 

As was the case with e~7 -* v\V~t we must take lab system observables and 
convert them into W*W~ center-of-mass system variables in order to extract limits 
on Kf and A7. However, it is not necessary to fold in the 77 center-of-mass and 
boost luminosity spectra when the W+\V~ final state is used (although ultimately 
tt may be desirable to include this information). Since two W bosons are produced 
in the final state, there is sufficient information to reconstruct the center-of-mass 
system W~ production angle on an evenl-by-ovcnt basis, In fact, as was pointed 
out by F. Schrempp at this conference, the problem of reconstructing the contor-
of-mass system production and decay angles in 7 7 —* i r + H ' _ is equivalent to the 
problem of reconstructing the same variables in t*c~ ™* H'' + U / _ , once you allow 
for the possibility that both the e + and e~ can radiate photons. A discussion on 
how to reconstruct the W* W~ ccntcr-of-mass system production and decay angles 
on an event-by-cvenl basis will lie postponed until tire chapter on e + c~ —» W* W~. 

We now show the results on 77 —» li' +H'~ that were contributed to this 
conference. Choi and Schrempp performed a least-squaTes fit of dc/ cosO, solving 
for Kf, A7, and an overall normalization constant. As before, they accounted for 
all errors in the reconstruction of O by applying a systcmaiir error of 2% to the 
measurement of cos©. The 90% confidence level contours they obtain asKumitig 
an c + e" center-of-mass energy of 500 GeV and an c + c~ luminosity of 10 fb~l are 
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Fig. 8. 90% confidence level contours for («,,>-,) Tram the reaction yy — W*W~ with 
cluiiul bremmctrahlung phatoni (dotted contour) «nd baclc-seitteted luer photons 
(solid contour). 

shown in Fig. 8. Compton scattered laser light provides an enormous advantage 
over Weiszacker-Williams photons when studying the reaction 77 -* W+W~. 

The results from Yebudai for both 77 -* W+W"" and e~7 -+ v\V~ are shown 
in Fig. 9. Yehudai assumed Compton scattered laser photons as his photon source 
in this figure. The e +e~ center-of-mass energy was 500 GeV and the e +e~ lumi* 
nosity was 10 /6" 1 . A variety of different observables were used to obtain the 90 % 
confidence level contours. 
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Fig, 9. 90% confidence level con Lours Tor (fc 7 <A 7) from Ref. 10. The photoni are 
Complon scattered laser photons. 

4. c+e- -+ W+W-

W + W" W + W" W + 

Fig, 10. The three tree-level Feynman diagrams for the process e+e" — IV+IV* 

We start our discussion of e + e~ —» W*W~ with some definitions. Following 
Ref. 1 we define our 2-axis to be the direction of the W~ in the e +e~ rest frame. 
The W~ production angle 6 is defined to be the angle between the initial state 
t~ and the W~ in the e + <r rest frame. The W~ and IV+ decay according to 
W" -» / J7J and W+ -f f{jt. We define 0 and <J to be the polar_and aztmuthal 
angles, respectively, of the fcrmion /i in the IV~ rest frame, while 9 and # arc the 
polar and azimuthal angles, respectively, of the anti-fermion J* in the W+ rest 
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frame. We assume that the e" beam has the polarization P« where Pt ss 1 is 100% 
right-handed and Pt = - 1 is 100% left-handed. 

* -« COS© ;itl»it 

Fig. 11. The differential erotf-secUon dtr/cotO for t*t~ — IV+W* with the crou-
•ection decompofcd into different W*W" helicity combination*. 

e + e~ -* W+W~ proceeds through the three Fcynman diagrams shown in 
Fig. 10. The differential cross-section da/cos 6 is shown in Pig. 11, with the cross-
section decomposed into different I^+H'~ helicity combinations. Our notaiion 
is such that (A,I) indicates that the W" has helicity A, the \Y+ has hclicity X, 
and that A = +,—10 refers to right-handed transverse, left-handed transverse, and 
Iogitudinal \V% respectively. At forward angles the t-channel neutrino exchange 
diagram dominates and the cross-section consists almost entirely of left-handed 
transverse IV" and right-handed transverse 1V+ gauge bosons. Transverse IV s 
continue to dominate the cross-section at central angles. Only when cos© drops 
below —0.9 do helicity combinations with at least one longitudinal gauge boson 
become important. The production angle 0 therefore provides only limited infor
mation about individual 1V+IV~ helicity combinations. 

The decay angles 0 and dJ can be used to improve the W+W~ helicity analysis. 
To understand in detail how the decay angles reflect the helicity of the parent IV 
we must look at the multi-differential cross-section for IV+1V" production and 
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decay. The expression for the multi-differential cross-section depends on the event 
topology we are analyzing. Throughout this chapter we will concentrate on events 
where one IV decays leptonicatly and the other decays hadronically. This topology 
has good statistics, can be separated from background with a high degree of purity, 
is rich in helicity information, and allows us to reconstruct all final state variables 
on an eveat*by-event basis. For events where the W~ decays leptonicaJly and the 
W+ decays hadronically (topology A events) the multi-differential cross section is 
given by: 

do(Ky>A7tKZ„Ag;cosQ,cosg, &cosg.<fr,Pe) _ 
dcos6 dcos0 dc* dcosfl d<£ 

where 

and 

C j ? r s ( l + / > , ) ^ M 1 ( + , ^ A , A ; 0 ) X J ( + . ^ V , A ' ; 0 ) 

+(1 - ft)E^i(-.^^X;0)^J(-,^A',t;G) 

Hftcos 0, $) s te(cos 9, £) + E | ( - cos 0, $ + *) 

The W*W~ production amplitude Mi, the II'" decay tensor V\, and the H'+ 

decay tensor Vf arc defined in Rcf. 1. We note that 

* & = < & ! * - • 

where "PH, is the IV+IV" production tensor defined in I£q. 4.11 of Uef. 1. In 

Eq. (2), \/s is the e + e~ center-of-mass energy, 0 = \J\ - 4m^>/s and Bit, is the 
product of the Icptonic and hadronic branching ratios for the IV boson. The sum 
Hx(cos0^) appears in Lq. (2), instead of the single term 25jj'(eos0, ci), because we 
assume that we cannot tag the flavor of the Die quark jets in the decay of the \V+. 
When the IV+ decays Icptonreally and the W~ decays hadronically {topology B) 
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we use the cross-section 

dg(*^AT,*:jr 1Ajr;cosQ,co55,^,cosfl,&/ J

t) __ 
d cos 0 d cos 0 del d cos 0* d<* 

$S& E^ c ?r^' A "^^^ ; c o s 0 ' p «^( c o s 5 «^^o3 5,5) 
(3) 

8192.. _ ^ 

where 
W$,(co5 0,£) s [pj.(cos0,$) + 2>£(-cos*, d- + ir)] 

The IV~ decay tensor Z?*,(cos0,ci) is given explicitly by 

0 + = 1(1 - cos*) 2, 2>Z = 1(1 + cos*) 5, r g * sin 2*, 

0 + = -J={l-cos0)sin0e*, 

VQ = - - ^ ( 1 +cosff)sinflc-'<>, 

P ! = ^ i n 3 0 c 3 " \ 

and V\ = (PjJ.)" . We also show explicitly the expression for the \V~ hadronic 
decay tensor H\,{cos&t4): 

H) 

n% = 1 + cos3 0, H I = 1 + cos 20, Wg = 2sin 2 0, 

Wf = \/2'cos0sitt0e"> 

W" s - v ^ c o s f f s i n O c - * 
(3) 

Although the IV" hadronic decay tensor Wij,(cos0,ci) does not contain as much he-
lictty information as the leptonic decay tensor Vy(cosO,^)t its information content 
is nevertheless non-negligible. 

The decay tensor components T>%, T>Z, ?nd Vft for pure left-handed transverse, 
pure right-handed transverse, and pure longitudinal \V~ gauge bosons, respec
tively, have distinctive polar angle distributions, and do not exhibit an azimuthat 
angle dependence. Distributions in da/cos 0 arc shown in Fig. 12 for various value? 
of cos0. At cos© = +0.5 we can see from the cos0 distribution that the IV" is 
almost entirely left-handed. On the other hand, at cos© = 0 and cos© = -0.5 
the \V~ is a mixture of various polarizations. 
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The interference terms in Eq. (4) do depend on the decay azimuthal angle. For 
example, the decay tensor component 1$ for the pure longitudinal \V~ boson h 
indistinguishable from the component Vt for the interference between left-handed 
and right-handed transverse W~ bosons, evcept for the azimuthal angle factor e3'*. 
Our set of experimental observables therefore includes not only the cosines of the 
polar angles, cosG, cos0, and cos0, but also the azimuthal angles p" and ci. Our 
full helicity aiinlysis then consists of a maximum likelihood fit of the form 

l n Z . { r t , , A , , f f / , A £ ; £ * ) = 

A\, ,V, A'# Ay * J A'ft 

S S E S -£ 51 [ r...j>M,^ l nK.;ijW) -Punwtlt (6) 

where rtltl,titHit and ftHi,l}UHk are the measured number of topology A events 
and the expected number of topology A events, respectively, in the bin centered 
at cos©,,, cos0 ( J , <J„, cos0,,, c^, when the e" polarization is P**. r„,„„ t l tfc 
and ?„„„„„* arc the measured and expected number of topology B events. The 
volume of a bin is 

Af i = 
16=r 3 

AeAjAVV^.N^ 

We define / ' , 1 , J , , , t t a as follows: 
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m* • + • + •>* »"* 
i.t itt nij *>, f l ( 

<*;; ».•; * i i "Jii 1.1 

fdftc-e.^^co.J.^fa) [ / d c o s G , K , ? j f *ja 

\ d«os0dcos0d$dcos*dci T / ./ / / / 

C(eos0,cos9,^,cos5»5jcosQ',cosd',<i',cos§',5') 

•, .A 7 ,^,A^;cosQ , ,cosO' t^ l ,cosg , ,g'.P et)n 
dcosG' dcosfl' dcV dcosB* d £ J J 

dcrfit 

where 

, } = cos 0i, ± —; •?£=«* «„ ± ^-; * j = 4, ± ^ 

and 
df (cos 0 , cos g, & cos P, <£, Pe) 
d cos 0 d cos 9 dci d cos 9 dci 

is the multi-differential cross-section for background processes that pass all the 
W+W~ analysis cuts. The function 

G(cos 0 , cos 8% ̂ .cos?, <i; cos©', cos 0 \ ^', cos t , 6) 

is the resolution function for our e +«~ -• W*W~ analysis, ft is defined so that 
GdSi is the probability that a W+W~ pair produced with the variables 

cos0',cos0\cJ\cc<si?, and <T 

passes all the W+W~ analysis cuts and is placed in a bin of volume df! centered 
at 

COS0,CO50,(J,COS3,$ . 

We shall assume that the W+W~ final state can be isolated sufficiently well 
that 

df (cos 0 , cos fl,4>% cos 3 ( ?, F t ) 
dcos6dco$0d^dcos?d^ ~ ' 

is a. good approximation. Although wc are confident that this indeed is a good 
approximation, it remains an important topic of future study tc actually prove 
that this will be the case. 
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For most of the results that are presented in this chapter we assume that there 
is no initial state radiation, bcarmtrahlung or intrinsic linae energy spread. Fur
thermore, we assume that we have a perfect detector that can measure the variables 
cos 0 , cos 0,ci, cosii?,<J with 100% efficiency and infinite accuracy for topology A and 
B events with |cos0| < 0.8: 

[ 0, otherwise, 

where we have used ft to denote the set of variabes cos 0 , cos 0, ei, cos ?, ami <}>. 
We shall also assume for most of this chapter that G(Q\W) — 0 for topology A 
and B events in which the \\ decays via II' —» ru. The only source of error 
remaining after we make these assumptions is the statistical error associated with 
each bin count. At the end of the chapter we shall discuss hoxv initial state radiation 
and beamstrahlung might be dealt with, and wc investigate how our results are 
changed once detector resolution and W —t ru decays are incorporated into a 
realistic resolution function. 

We first fix «z and \z at their standard model values and do a three parameter 
log-likelihood fit of ny, A7, and C. Here, and throughout this chapter, wc use a 
binning of 

No m 20 and A'fl = N* = .Vj = A r

5 = 5 . 

This choice was driven by computer CPU and memory considerations. We don't 
know if a a finer binning granularity can improve our results. Fig. 13 shows 95% 
confidence level contours for three different center-of-mass energies. The luminosi
ties of 1.3 fb~l at y/s = 200 GoV, 10 fb~l at v/3 = 500 GeV. and 44 fb'x at 
y/$ = 1000 CeV were chosen to give roughly -1100 detected events at each of the 
three ccntcr-of-mass energies. Fig. 13{a) shows the 95% confidence level contours 
for v/J = 200 GeV and y/s = 500 GeV; the contour for </s = 1000 GeV is too 
small lo appear on this scale. Also shown in Fig. 13(a) is an estimate2 of the 93% 
confidence level contour for the SSC at 10 ftTx. There is a significant improvement 
in the limits in going from y/s - 200 GcV l o ^ = 500 GeV. Note that the 95% 
confidence limits from a y/s = 500 GeV e*e~ collider at 10 / 6 _ 1 are much better 
than the limits estimated in Ref. 2 for the SSC at 10 /&"'. Fig. 13(b) shows the 
95% confidence level contour for y/s = 500 GeV in more detail, and it also shows 
the contour for */s - 1000 GeV. We can see that the individual bounds on ny and 
A, at s/s = 500 GcV are |«, - I|,A7 < 0.01 . 

Next, we allow all four of our couplings parameters to be free as we perform a 
six parameter maximum log-likelihcod fit of * 7 ,A 7 , J {Z ,AJ ,C+,C~. The symbols 
£+ and £ - refer to the luminosities of two runs at different e~ polarizations. Wc 
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Fig. 13, Projection onto the (*,, A,) plane of the Qb% confidence level joint probability 
ellipsoid for * three-parameter maximum likelihood fit of K^Xy,£. Standard model 
value* are latumed Tor Kg and A*. Projection* for e+e" collider* with 1.3 /6" 1 at 
y/i = 200 GBV, 10 /*-» at y/i = 500 GeVt and 44 /*-» at y/t = 1000 GeV are 
plotted, a* well as an estimate of the limits from the SSC with 10 /*"' (the SSC limit 
ia independent of *z and It). 

will first assume that Pt = 0 for both of these runs and that £ + = £ - = 5 fb~l. 
The r »ojection onto the (K^A-J and («z, A2) planes of the six-dimensional 95% 
confidence level joint probability ellipsoid is shown in Fig. 14. The two-dimensional 
projection of the six-dimensional ellipsoid is not a nice contour, presumably be-
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Fig. 14. Projection onto the (a) {«>,A7) plane and (b) («z,Ar) plane of the 95% 
confidence level joint probability ellipsoid foi a six parameter maximum likelihood fit 
of *,, A,,KJTIAZ,£+,£_. Unpolariied bcamt are assumed with £+ + £_ = 10 /6~ l ai 
V? a 500 GeV. 

cause the shape of the six-dimensional object is so complicated. Each point is 
generated by first choosing a direction at random in the six-dimcnsional space, 
then traveling in this direction from the standard model point to the surface of 
the 95% confidence level ellipsoid, and finally projecting this point onto the plane. 
We interpret the outer boundary of the set of points in Fig. 14(a) to be the 95% 
confidence level contour for tcy and A., independent at K2 and \z- H W c compare 
Figs. 13(b) and 14(a) we see that our individual bounds on «, and A7 are degraded 
by a factor of about five when we allow all four of our coupling parameters to vary. 
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The individual bounds on « T and A, are now |* 7 — l | ,A t < 0.05 . Comparing 
Figs. 24(a) and (b) we see that the area of the excluded region in (iez, iz) space is 
roughly the same as the excluded area in («-,, AT) space. 
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Fig. 15. Projection onto llic (a) (K 7 .A^) plane and (b) (K2,*Z) l'lun«- of the 95% 
confidence l«v«| joint probability ellipsoid for a bix-paramtter maximum liLrlihood (it 
of jtj.Xj.wj.Aj.i+.C.. The data set consisted of £+ = 5 /o" 1 of 30% right-hafld«d 
«tectrons and C. s S /*"' of 90% left-handed electrons »i js = 500 CeV. 

Given that the e+e""2 vertex is parity violating while the c + «~7 vertex is 
parity conserving, it might seem plausible that polarized electron beams could 
help separate anomalous ny and AT values from anomalous K2 nml A# values. 
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This indeed is the case. In Fig. 15 we show the projections of the six-dimensional 
95% confidence level joint probability ellipsoid assuming that £+ = 5 / 6 " 1 is 
collected with 90% right-handed electrons and C- = 5 /&"' is collected with 90% 
left-handed electrons, all at y/a = 500 GeV. « T — 1 and A7 are now each bounded 
by ±0-2. 

We BOW discuss how the the variables cos ©tcos <?,<£,cos 9> and $ can be measured 
in the presence of effects such as initial state radiation, beamstrahlung, detector 
resolution and W decays to tau leptons. We first discuss beamstrahlung, initial 
state radiation, and linac energy spread. Beamstrahlung, initial state radiation, 
and linac energy spread cause the e~ and <*+ to lose a certain amount of energy 
before they annihilate. We shall simply refer to this energy loss as initial state 
radiation, or ISR, even though the energy loss arises from a combination of the 
three mechanisms. 

There are a variety of ways to handle ISR. In one approach the W+W~ helicity 
analysis is performed as if there was no ISR and all the effects of ISR are included 
in the resolution function (7(0,0'). In the other extreme, cuts are imposed to 
produce a sample of events with no ISR, and the resolution function then does 
not depend on any of the ISR energy loss mechanisms. The former approach 
suffers from having a more complicated resolution function which includes a double 
differential luminosity distribution that must be measured using Bhabhas. The 
former approach also has the disadvantage that the 1V+1V~ final state is analyzed 
over a wide range of IV + , V~ centcr-of-mass values. The latter approach, on the 
other hand, will suffer from smaller statistics. We opt for the latter approach* if 
for no other reason than that it is easier to implement in a short period of time. It 
is not clear that some combination of the two approaches will not ultimately yield 
the greatest precision. 

We model ISR by assuming thai the initial state electron and positron radiate 
photons of energy £ 7 - and £\+, respectively. Recall that we are dealing with 
W + W~ events in which one \V decays leptonically and the other decays hadroni-
cally. If we iru.'Asure p}, the momentum of the charged lepton from the leptonically 
decaying IV, arid 0tt, the velocity of the hadronically decaying IV, then we have 
enough information to solve for £^- and E1*. In the process we also solve for jv, 
the momentum of the neutrino from the leptonicaily decaying IV. The velocity of 
the hadronically decaying W is defined by 

- ?H 

where Eff and fifi are the measured energy and measured momentum, respectively, 
of the hadronically decaying IV. 
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To solve for £ , - , £ , • , and p¥ we use the four energy-momentum constraints 
•ltd the constraint that the the charged lepton and the neutrino form a system 
with an invariant mass equal to the IV boson mass: 

£ 7 - + B1 • + / f r ' . t + Ei + Jjtj = y/i 

ftr»+pt,+ft.f = o (7) 
1-0J 

By - £,« + . ff 0nt + Pi, + Pva = 0 

(^i + V^?) - « + & ) * - * & 

There are two solutions to Eq. (7), and it is not always possible to determine which 
solution is the correct one. This is not a problem, however, as most events with 
1SR can be removed by requiring that there be at least one solution to Eq. (7)with 

0.98 < &?• < 1.1 (8) 
V* 

where Af\vw «* the reconstructed invariant mass of the W+W~~ system. 
We simulate detector effects with a fast Monte Carlo program for the SLD 

detector11. To build a clean sample of Topology A and B events we first require that 
an event have at least one identified electron or muon. For each identified charged 
lepton t we calculate A/i, the mass of all charged and neutral tracks excluding the 
charged lepton i. The charged lepton with the smallest value of \M\ — M\v\ is 
taken to be the charged lepton from the leptonically decaying W. We then require 
that \M{ — M\v\ < 20 GeV. At this point we have all the information we need to 
calculate the two solutions to Eq, (7). Our final cut is then Eq. (8). For events 
where the W~ is the leptonicatly decaying W it is straightforward to calculate 
cos0, and <£. We perform a thrust analysis in the rest frame of the badronically 
decaying W to calculate cos? and J. 

The resolution function G(fy{t!) is constructed by passing W+W~ Monte 
Carlo events with topologies A and B through the fast SLD detector simulation and 
then subjecting the events to the above cuts. Monte Carlo events with IV -* rts 
are included so that (V decays to taus are accounted for. [f the resolution function 
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olution function. Standard model values are assumed for KZ and \z- The luminosities 
of 10 /fc - 1 (solid curve) and 24 /»"' (dotted curve) are taken at y/* = 500 GeV. 

is in the form of a matrix, care must be taken that the granularity of the resolution 
function binning near the boundaries of the detector is sufficiently fine. 

Fig. 16 shows what happens to our (/cY, A,) limits when we use our realistic 
resolution function. As in Fig. 13(b), 95% confidence level contours arc plotted 
for the three parameter fit of *.,, A-,, C, keeping KZ and Xz fixed at their standard 
model values. The solid curve in Fig. 16 is for C = 10 fb~l and we see that it 
is signficantly wider than the C — 10 / 6" 1 curve of Fig, 13(b). However, only 
1700 events passed our cuts with L = 10 fb~x. If we increase the luminosity 
from 10 fb-1 to 24 fb~l then we again have 4100 detected events, and our 95% 
confidence level contour (dotted curve) is as good as the the contour in Fig. 13(b). 
This demonstrates, for example, that a detector with the resolution specifications 
of the SLD is good enough to do the IV + W" physics described in this article. 

5. W+W- Rescattering in c + e " -• W+W~ 

Final stale rescattering in e + e ~ - • W*W~, shown diagramalically in Fig. 17, 
can give us information about the J — 1 partial wave in the scattering process 

l.Uo 
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Fig. IT. Final Hate reKHtcring in e+e" — W+l* -
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Pig. 18. The effect of • 1.6 TeV tecliai-/> resonance in the \\'£lV£ - Jl£lV£ channel 
on the «+«~ —• W*W~ eross-iettion. 

1 ^ 1 ^ —• l i ^ M ^ , where H'£" denotes a longitudinally polarized W~ boson. 
This is discussed v for example, in Refs. 12 and 13. The effect of a 1.B TcV tcchni-p 
resonance in the W£\V£ ~* W£\V£ channel on the e+e" -»W+li'"" cross-section 
is shown in Fig. IS. We incorporate this effect into our analysis by multiplying the 
standard model amplitude for e + e~ ~* W£\V£ by the resceu.oring coefficient FT 
defined by 

where 

t> — 240 GeV is the Higgs vacuum expectation value, Mp is the lechm-p mass 
and T, is the tcchni-p width. Fig. 19 shows IMF-r) and ImtF-r), the real and 
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Fig. 19. Itri^T) vs- FU(FT) for three values of the t«hni-/> mw» Af̂ . 

imaginary parts of FT for three values of the techni-p mass Mp. The shortest curve 
corresponds to Mp = oo, the longest curve has Mp = 2 7*eV, and the intermediate 
curve has Mp = 3 TeV. For each curve the values of R * ( F T ) and ImtFx) are shown 
from y/s ~ 0 to y/s = 2 TeV. 

To assess our sensitivity 10 Rc(Fx) and Im(FT) we do another maximum log 
likelihood analysis. This time we parameterize the log likelihood function with 
the variables R«{Fx),lm(Fx)t an • C, instead of the variables K T , X - , , K Z , X Z , C . 

Our log likelihood function In L(K c (Fx),Im(F'x)i£) is otherwise identical to the 
the one defined in Eq. (6). For the purpose of this discussion we set the cou
pling parameters *-,, A-,, K^ , A# equal to their standard model values. We have 
found, however, that this approximation will not be necessary since the variables 
*>V A->, KZ, \z, K « ( F T ) , Im(Fx) were remarkably orthogonal when simultaneous fits 
of all 6 variables were pcrfonned, 

The 95% confidence level contours for R«(Fj) and I m ( F x ) are shown in Fig. 20 
for three different ^ + e ~ center-of-mass energies. At s/s ~ 1000 GeV and 1500 GeV 
we have assumed modest luminosities of 45 fb~l and of 90 / f t - 1 , respectively. We 
see that at these center-of-inass energies a 1.7 TeV techni-p resonance is easily 
observable. At y/s = 500 GeV though, and despite the fact that we have assumed 
a hefty integrated luminosity of of 30 / 6 - 1 , the 1.7 TeV tochni-p is located right 
on the 95% confidence level contour. 

Figs. 21 and 22 show 95% confidence level contours in R«(Fx), lm(Fx) space for 
more aggressive luminosities at ^/s = 1000 G*;V . With 200 /&" ' (Fig. 21) it appears 
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possible to detect the presence of a techni-/? resonance with a mass as large as 4 or 
5 TeV. Unfortunately it is sot possible at this luminosity to differentiate between 
a non-resonant strongly interacting Higgs sector and the weakly interacting Higgs 
sector using this particular technique. In Fig. 22, though, where the luminosity 
is 2000 fb~\ we see the non-resonant strongly interacting Higgs sector (marked 
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by L.E.T. or Low Energy Theorem) dearly separated from the weakly interacting 
Higgs sector (the standard model with one or more iight Higgs bosons). 

It is unfortunate that the integrated luminosity in Fig. 22 is so large. If it were 
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possible to achieve this luminosity then this fit of the W£W£ rescattering coer.-
rients R«(FT) *nd Jm(fr) would be the definitive experiment telling us whether 
tbe Higgs sector is strongly interacting or weakly interacting. For example, sup
pose that no light Higgs has been found and that LHC and SSC have not seen any 
muIti-TeV teebni-resonances before this experiment is performed. If the experi
ment is performed and the measured value of RB(FT) and IBI(FT) lands inside the 
95% confidence level contour, then we might want to go back and look harder for 
a light Higgs boson. If, on the other hand, IW{FT) and Im(Fx) land outside the 
95% contour then we would begin to believe that we had not missed a light Higgs 
boson and that the Higgs sector was indeed strongly interacting. 

6. Conclusions 

The reactions e~7 —» t>W~ and 77 —* W+W~ are excellent probes of the 
W+W~i vertex, especially when Compton scattered laser light is used. Limits of 
|* 7 - 1| < 0.3 and |A7j < 0-06 can be obtained with 10 fb~l at y/s = 500 GeV. 
These limits are independent of KZ and A .̂ 

Tbe process e + e~ —» W+IV" was investigated extensively, and was Found to 
bean excellent probe of both the IV+W~7 and W+W~Z vertices. The parameters 
Kj1XltK2iXz can be readily disentangled, and 10 fb~l at y/s = 500 CeV will give 
us limits of at least 

with no assumptions about which couplings are held fixed at their standard model 
values, With higher luminosities these limits should approach 0.01. 

Finally, W +IV~ ^scattering at 1 TeV < y/a < 1.5 TeV will start to probe 
non-resonant \V£W£ strong interactions when £ > 500 / A - 1 , while resonances 
will be visible at lower luminosities. 
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